
Transform ! Europe – Akademia History Workshop

Following on the European meeting on the project “House of European History (24 March 2013) and the establishment 
of the historians' network Akademia History at this occasion, Transform! Europe would like to invite you to a one-
day workshop in Paris on Friday 14 February 2014, from 10am up to 7pm.
It will take place at the Espace Niemeyer, 2 place du Colonel Fabien / Metro acces: line 2, station Colonel Fabien.

The workshop aims at making progress in the work undertaken towards critical approaches in regards with the public 
use of European History – notably through the project “House of European History”.
Based on various exchanges, we would like to propose a workshop's organization along the four topics/interventions 
below, as well as the work to carry out in the future – such as the preparation of a conference in the course of 2014.

10am – 1pm

Opening Speeches
Elisabeth Gauthier (Transform! Europe) and MEP Marie-Christine Vergiat (GUE/NGL)

The evolution of the project “House of European History”
Francis Wurtz: Honorary Member of the European Parliament 

The “Red Thread”: First elements to characterize the contributions of the social movements and the Left to the 
process of European integration. What role did the social movements and the Left play in the twentieth century 

(antifascism, anticolonialism, 1968, resistance to neoliberalism), and more specifically in the process of 
European integration (1945-1992)? To what extent these contributions relect at the European level the 

international struggle between the great capitalist time and the new time of the Left?
Jean-Numa Ducange : Lecturer at the University of Rouen

Interventions discussed by
Gilles Pécout: Director of the History Department of the Ecole Normale Supérieure (ENS)

General Discussion 

1pm – 2:30pm: Lunch Break

The national memory initiatives on the First World War in 2014: 
What idea(s) of Europe do they convey? 

With a contribution of Serge Wolikow: Professor of History at the University of Burgundy

General Discussion 

Broad lines of a working paper
Sia Anagnostopoulou: Professor at the Panteion University, Athens

Collective Discussion on the working paper's project and the work to be undertaken further

If you are able to attend the workshop, please let us know rather quickly if:
– you would like Transform! Europe to cover your travel expenses
– you need an accommodation in Paris
– you need a French-English translation

On which topic mentioned above would you like to prepare a contribution?

Elisabeth Gauthier: Transform! Europe Managing Board
Sigfrido Ramirez: University of Copenhagen, Facilitator of the Akademia network
Maxime Benatouil: ¨Project officer

Contact: benatouil@transform-network.net
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